l8	CAESAR      IN      ABYSSINIA
Jijiga. Under the Imperial reforms, a director was
appointed to certain provinces or municipalities to put more
energy into the local governor. ^
Afewerk was an administrative genius. He organised
military camps throughout the Ogaden and showed the
Ethiopian for the first time that, given modern communica-
tions and measures of hygiene, it was an attractive place
for the simple lifer. Descended himself from one of the
subject races of Ethiopia, he ruled his Somalis firmly but
humanely. He killed twelve of them with his sword in
open battle, but it was only in full battle-heat that he ever
shed blood. Spies and treacherous chiefs, whom the other side
would have shot out of hand, were spared for hard labour.
In August, 1934, the month when the Emperor of
Ethiopia protested against the increase of Italian military
forces in Eritrea, the Italians sent a white commendatore to
WalwaL Under his orders a fort was built out of material
left by the Mad Mullah, ruins of whose rough pillboxes
crumbling beside almost every water-hole reminded the
Ogaden Somalis of their old religious solidarity, and of the
time when the Ethiopian borderlands saw white men only
ambushed.
Afewerk, who had a quick tactical mind, rapidly occupied
Gerlogubi, barring access to the Fafan water system from
the east. Tenure of the water-holes, as he knew, meant
control of the Somali tribes who used them.
^ A small Ethiopian force now held the Ogaden for the first
time. Fear of the unknown had kept them out before.
Fear of the heat, to which the Ethiopian highlander takes
time to inure himself, fear of fever and dysentery and of
Somali treachery. The Ethiopians long believed that the
water-holes were poisoned against Christians. Gabrc
Mariam's expedition put an end to many traveller's tales ;
they soon found that the heat was endurable, fever rare
and dysentery limited to certain areas. They grew used,
almost attached, to the scant grass, whirl-twisted thorn and
long level hills under a sandy sky. Game was common,
and the Ethiop loves to chase the antelope.
The vacuum had disappeared.   The stage was manned
for the incident.

